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boosted dark matter as our benchmark scenario that allows for multiple visible particles
in the final state, we demonstrate that the DUNE far detectors have a great potential for
probing scattering signals induced by relativistic light dark matter. Detector effects and
backgrounds have been estimated and taken into account. Model-dependent and model-
independent expected sensitivity limits for a DUNE-like detector are presented.
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1 Introduction

The origin of dark matter as observed by astrophysical and cosmological measurements
through the gravitational interaction is a strong motivation for physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model (SM). A plethora of experimental endeavors in search of dark-matter candidates
have been made in the last few decades, using direct and indirect detection strategies as well
as searches at collider experiments, and mostly focusing on the weakly interacting massive
particle (WIMP) paradigm, among other possible candidates. Experimental designs and
detection schemes often aim for an optimal sensitivity to signals induced by WIMPs. No
conclusive evidence has been found for dark-matter signals via non-gravitational interac-
tions so far, setting stringent limits over a wide range of the relevant parameter space in
dark-matter models. This situation presents an opportunity to seriously consider alterna-
tive ideas and methods for searching for dark-matter signals. In particular, most of today’s
dark-matter direct search experiments aim to observe

• a nucleus recoil caused by an elastic scattering of non-relativistic dark matter with
a weak-scale mass,
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where the absence of an observation may simply mean that we have not yet reached a
sufficiently large signal sensitivity. In this case, increasing the fiducial volume of detectors
will allow to scout further the yet non-excluded regions of parameter space.

In this paper, however, we take an alternative approach based on different assumptions
as compared to these conventional dark-matter searches. More specifically, we will explore
a search for

• inelastic scattering processes of boosted dark matter, i.e., relativistic dark matter,
produced in the universe at the present time, with a non-weak-scale mass (e.g., MeV
to sub-GeV range) in channels with an electron or nucleon recoil.

First of all, we discuss where such a search strategy becomes relevant. Theoretically,
one can envisage the following scenario: while (non-relativistic) cosmological dark matter
is still “thermally” produced, it is actually secluded from interactions with the SM-sector
particles so that it evades detection in direct search experiments. An example of such a
possible scenario is a two-component dark-matter model as proposed in refs. [1, 2]. The
heavier dark-matter particle (say, χ0) is assumed to have no direct coupling to SM particles,
but instead a lighter dark-matter particle (say, χ1) does directly communicate with SM
particles. The relic abundance of each component is determined by the “assisted freeze-
out” mechanism [1] which typically forces χ0 and χ1 to be the dominant and negligible
relic components, respectively. It is then clear why conventional WIMP detectors have
not observed (non-relativistic) χ0 and χ1 relics: χ0 comes with large statistics but has
suppressed coupling to SM particles while χ1 comes with a sizable coupling to SM particles
but has a negligible amount in the universe. Note that additional unstable heavier dark-
sector particles may exist in such models as well.

The model allows for a sizable interaction between χ0 and χ1. For example, in the
annihilation scenario, a pair of χ0 can annihilate to a pair of χ1 particles and as a con-
sequence, χ1 becomes significantly boosted due to the mass hierarchy between the two
particle species. These χ1 particles constitute the “boosted dark matter (BDM)”. Hence,
relativistic χ1 scattering processes open up as search channels for dark-matter signals. For
completeness we note that there are various other ways for creating boosted dark-matter
particles, some of which do not require multiple dark-matter particle species; for example,
semi-annihilating dark matter [3], fast-moving dark matter [4], two-component BDM with
decaying χ0 [5–7], solar-capture-enhanced BDM [8, 9], dynamical dark-matter model [10],
and cosmic-ray-induced relativistic dark matter [11–13].

In exploring many of these models and scenarios, the expected flux of boosted χ1
(denoted by F1) near the earth is an important factor to consider: for example, F1 ∼
10−6 cm−2s−1 for χ0 with mass of 10 GeV in the annihilating two-component dark-matter
case [2]. The magnitude of the flux is not large enough for conventional WIMP detec-
tors to have sufficient signal sensitivity unless the mass of χ0 is significantly smaller than
10 GeV [14]. So, large-volume neutrino detectors, of a kiloton (kt) mass scale or more,
are typically better suited for the search for relativistic cosmogenic dark-matter signals,
and several phenomenological studies have been conducted for neutrino-based facilities
including Super-/Hyper-Kamiokande (SK/HK) [2, 8, 9, 15–18], Deep Underground Neu-
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trino Experiment (DUNE) [10, 15–20], IceCube [2, 5, 6, 9, 18], prototype detectors for
DUNE [21, 22], and detectors in the Short Baseline Neutrino Program [22]. On top of
these efforts in the theory community, the SK Collaboration has reported a first result on
the search for BDM elastically interacting with electrons [23].

In the “minimal” elastic BDM scattering scenario where the boosted χ1 manifests itself
as target recoil only in a detector, energetic (atmospheric) neutrinos can be a significant
source of background as they often leave only a visible target recoil. To improve the
signal sensitivity and reduce background contamination, the data selection is restricted to
point-like sources, augmented with directional information, at the cost of signal statistics.
Examples include searches for BDM originating from the sun [8, 9, 16, 20, 22, 23] and dwarf
galaxies [15].

Alternatively, here a different scenario is studied for which signal events exhibit par-
ticular features that backgrounds cannot easily mimic. In ref. [17], a search for inelastic
boosted dark matter (iBDM) is proposed. The model allows a boosted χ1 to scatter off
target material and to produce a heavier unstable dark-sector particle (say χ2), where the
mass of χ2 is larger than the one of χ1. By construction, such χ2 can then decay back to
χ1 and other particles, some of which may be detectable. Hence, the expected signatures
feature not only the target recoil but additional visible particles in the final state giving
more handles to identify signal events. A high multiplicity of visible particles in the fi-
nal state is a natural consequence of many non-minimal dark-sector models. While the
aforementioned minimal iBDM scenario allows for a few additional visible particles, more
complex dark-sector scenarios may give rise to a multitude of visible final-state particles
via, for example, a cascade decay of a produced heavier dark-sector state. Experimental
signatures with such additional distinctive features are an excellent motivation for searches
using high quality and performance detectors, equipped with good energy/angular/position
resolution and particle identification. The first iBDM signal search was performed by a
dark matter direct detection experiment, COSINE-100 [24].

We investigate in this paper the detection potential of multi-particle signals in the
DUNE far detectors [25–28], taking inelastic boosted dark matter as the benchmark sce-
nario. A preliminary study was performed in ref. [17] for a zero background assumption.
Similarly, ref. [21] discussed the iBDM sensitivity for a search using the DUNE prototype
(ProtoDUNE) detectors, including a careful estimate of the potential background events.
Note that these ProtoDUNE detectors are located on surface and hence are exposed to
a vast cosmic-origin background, whereas the DUNE far detectors will be installed deep
underground strongly reducing this background. Nevertheless, we carefully examine possi-
bilities that could give rise to signal-like background events, and at the same time identify
selection criteria to achieve a vanishing background with good signal efficiency.

For definiteness we adopt a dark-photon scenario to take care of the interactions be-
tween (boosted) χ1 and SM particles as our benchmark model. Since the model, in prin-
ciple, does not impose any particular preference for the boosted χ1 to scatter off electrons
or protons, we will study both electron and proton scattering channels, which can be
complementary especially at the earlier stages of experiments [18]. We will discuss how
dark-photon model parameters can be constrained by the DUNE experiment, in the context
of iBDM searches.
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This paper is organized as follows. We begin in section 2.1 by defining and discussing
the iBDM signal, i.e., boosted dark matter production and its interactions with SM parti-
cles, followed by explaining the expected experimental signatures in section 2.2. We then
briefly summarize key characteristics of the DUNE far detectors and discuss potential back-
ground events to the iBDM signal search in section 3. Section 4 deals with selection criteria
applicable to DUNE or DUNE-type detectors. We discuss the advantages from the capa-
bility of measuring the dE/dx of charged particles, in particular, for merged multi-track
events. Based on the signal selection, we present phenomenological studies for both the
electron and the proton scattering channels in section 5. We first discuss model-dependent
sensitivity reaches, the coverage in dark-photon parameter space and the experimental
reach of the velocity-averaged annihilation cross section of χ0 as a function of the χ0 mass,
in section 5.1. In addition, section 5.2 is reserved for possible model-independent sensi-
tivity reaches expected for the DUNE far detectors. Finally, conclusions are presented in
section 6.

2 The model

Here we review our benchmark dark-matter model for the production of boosted dark
matter in the universe today, and its coupling to SM particles. The model dependence of
the latter defines the expected experimental signatures.

2.1 Benchmark scenario

In our model, the dark sector contains (at least) two different dark-matter particles that
are stable as a result of protection by unbroken separate symmetries such as Z2 ⊗ Z ′2 and
U(1)′ ⊗ U(1)′′ in, e.g., the model as described in ref. [1]. The model further assumes that
one of the two dark-matter species (typically the heavier one, χ0) does not directly interact
with the SM particles, whereas the other one (χ1) does interact with the SM particles. On
the other hand, interactions between χ0 and χ1 are allowed; for example, the χ0 may
pair-annihilate to a χ1 pair. The indirect coupling of χ0 to SM particles (through χ1) is
typically loop-suppressed.

The χ0 relic abundance relative to the χ1 one is assumed to be governed by the “as-
sisted freeze-out” mechanism [1]. Due to the model setup, χ0 is not in direct contact with
the thermal bath, but has thermalized through the “assistance” of χ1. In typical cases,
χ0 froze out earlier, and hence became the dominant relic playing the role of cosmological
dark matter, while χ1 froze out later, and ended up constituting a negligible amount of the
overall dark-matter abundance. As mentioned earlier, standard dark-matter direct detec-
tion experiments are typically not sensitive yet to detect either χ0 or χ1 due to suppressed
coupling to SM and small relic contribution, respectively. However, χ1 can be boosted by
pair-annihilation of the (non-relativistic) χ0 in the universe today and therefore searching
for relativistic scattering signatures induced by boosted χ1 is of interest to pursue [2].

First, we estimate the expected flux of χ1 near the earth:

F1 = 1
2 ·

1
4π

∫
dΩ
∫

l.o.s.
ds〈σv〉χ0χ̄0→χ1χ̄1

(
ρ(s, θ)
m0

)2

= 1.6× 10−6 cm−2s−1 ×
( 〈σv〉χ0χ̄0→χ1χ̄1

5× 10−26 cm3 s−1

)
×
(10 GeV

m0

)2
, (2.1)
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where m0 denotes the mass of χ0, ρ describes the χ0 density profile as a function of the
line-of-sight (l.o.s.) s and solid angle Ω, and 〈σv〉χ0χ̄0→χ1χ̄1 stands for the velocity-averaged
annihilation cross section for the χ0χ̄0 → χ1χ̄1 process in the universe today. We assume
here that χ0 and its antiparticle χ̄0 are distinguishable, thus the pre-factor 1/2 can be
dropped for the indistinguishable case. In order to calculate the numerical value for F1 we
apply the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) dark-matter halo profile [29, 30] for ρ(s, θ) with
local dark-matter density ρ� = 0.3 GeV · cm−3 near the sun which is 8.33 kpc away from
the galactic center, the scale density ρs = 0.184 GeV · cm−3, scale radius rs = 24.42 kpc,
and slope parameter γ = 1. We then take 10 GeV and 5 × 10−26 cm3 s−1 as reference
values for m0 and 〈σv〉χ0χ̄0→χ1χ̄1 . The chosen value for the present-day velocity-averaged
annihilation cross section agrees with the observed dark-matter density, which is valid for
BDM scenarios in which the dominant relic abundance is set by the s-wave annihilation
process χ0χ̄0 → χ1χ̄1. One may impose an angular cut depending on the scope of the
analysis, but here we assume that the data is collected over the whole sky throughout
this paper.1

Next, for the interactions between χ1 and the SM-sector particles, we use a vector
portal scenario where a massive dark-sector photon (denoted as X) is the new gauge boson
of the dark gauge symmetry U(1)X . With fermionic dark-matter particles for illustration,
the relevant interacting Lagrangian can be written as:

−Lint ⊃
ε

2XµνF
µν + g11χ̄1γ

µχ1Xµ + g12χ̄2γ
µχ1Xµ + h.c., (2.2)

where ε is the parameter of the kinetic mixing between U(1)X and U(1)SM, and Xµν (Fµν)
is the field strength tensor for the dark-sector (SM-sector) photon. We here introduce
another symbol χ2 to represent a heavier unstable dark-sector state, that is, the mass of
χ2,m2, is larger than that of χ1,m1. The second and the third operators are responsible for
elastic scattering and inelastic scattering of χ1, respectively, and g11 and g12 parameterize
the associated coupling strengths. As stated before, the main focus in this paper is the
search for inelastic BDM, but we include the second term as well for completeness.

A few comments are in order. First, there are six model parameters relevant to the
iBDM search: ε, g12, m0, m1, m2, and mX , with mX being the mass of dark photon. So, it
is tedious to interpret data and present results in a verbose way. Therefore, we will fix some
of the parameters motivating our choice in section 5. Second, it is possible to build iBDM-
dominating models where g11 is either highly suppressed or even vanishing compared to
g12 (see e.g., appendix A of ref. [14] for a more concise and systematic discussion). Finally,
in the annihilating two-component dark-matter scenario under consideration here, m0 is
the same as the energy of the boosted χ1, E1. We shall use m0 and E1 interchangeably
throughout this paper.

2.2 Experimental signatures

The dark-photon in eq. (2.2) can interact with two targets in a detector medium: electrons
and protons. We approximate the proton to be a free nucleon in the energy region that

1The majority of boosted χ1 is expected to come from the galactic center.
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Figure 1. A schematic presentation of the experimental signatures for this study. The primary
scattering arises via the exchange of a virtual dark photon, resulting in a proton or electron recoil,
and the produced χ2 subsequently decays back to a χ1 and a e+e− pair through either an on-shell
or off-shell dark-photon exchange, depending on the underlying mass spectrum. The interaction
point of the electron-positron pair can be visibly displaced from that of the target recoil.

we study. Collisions on protons can lead to deep inelastic scattering (DIS) processes if the
associated momentum transfer is sufficiently sizable. However, in most of the motivated
parameter search space (e.g., MeV to sub-GeV range in mX) the contribution from DIS is
subdominant [18]. Hence, in this study, the proton is taken as a composite particle with
a nontrivial internal structure instead of constituent partons. The dark-matter interaction
process that we consider is given by the initial scattering

χ1 + e−/p→ e−/p+ χ2, (2.3)

followed by the subsequent decay of χ2

χ2 → χ1X
(∗) → χ1e

+e−, (2.4)

and is depicted in figure 1, i.e., three charged particles will emerge in the fiducial volume
of the detector.2 The primary scattering process shown in eq. (2.3) arises via exchange
of a virtual dark photon. In the secondary process given in eq. (2.4), χ2 decays back to
χ1 and an electron-positron pair. This happens via either on-shell or off-shell dark-photon
exchange, depending on the underlying mass spectrum and “X(∗)” represents these two
possibilities. If mX is larger than m2 −m1, χ2 decay via a three-body decay process (i.e.,
off-shell X exchange), whereas in the case of m2 > mX + m1, χ2 decays to a χ1 and an
on-shell X.3 Note that the e+e− pair could be replaced by a generic SM fermion pair
ff̄ whenever kinematically allowed, but this paper concentrates on the e+e− final state
for definiteness.

An intriguing possibility for the signal events is that the e+e− pair from the decay in
eq. (2.4) can be significantly displaced from the primary target recoil vertex. For the case
in which the χ2 decays to a χ1 and an on-shell X via a two-body process, it is usually a

2Related searches can be conducted at fixed target experiments with active production of relativistic
χ1 [17, 31, 32].

3To ensure a visible decay of X in the latter case, mX should be smaller than 2m1.
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Figure 2. Left: decay length of X in centimeters in the mX − ε plane for the case where χ2 decays
to χ1 and an on-shell X. The Lorentz boost factor of X is set to be 10 for illustration. Right:
decay lengths of χ2 in meters in the mX − ε plane for the case where χ2 decays to χ1 and an
electron-positron pair via an off-shell X. The Lorentz boost factor of χ2 is again set to be 10 for
illustration. Three different values of mass difference (m2 −m1) are shown: 10 MeV (solid lines),
20 MeV (dashed lines), and 30 MeV (dotted lines).

prompt decay unless the mass spectrum is extremely degenerate or g12 is very small. So,
in order to have a displaced vertex the on-shell X would itself have to be long-lived. The
decay width ΓX is expressed as

ΓX = ε2αmX

3

(
1 + m2

e

m2
X

)√
1− 4m2

e

m2
X

, (2.5)

which can be translated to the laboratory-frame mean decay length `X,lab

`X,lab ∼ 40 cm ·
(10−5

ε

)2 (20 MeV
mX

)
γX
10 . (2.6)

Here α is the usual electromagnetic fine structure constant and γX is the Lorentz boost
factor of X. We show the contour plot for eq. (2.6) in the plane of mX and ε in the
left panel of figure 2. The contour values are in centimeters. This relation shows that
small mX and ε values favor sizable decay lengths. However, small ε values reduce the
primary scattering cross section and small mX values are disfavored by the current limits.
Therefore, “displaced” iBDM events by a long-lived X are phenomenologically less favored.

On the other hand, χ2 can be long-lived if it undergoes a three-body decay. The
corresponding decay width Γ2 is given by

Γ2 ≈
ε2αg2

12
15π2m4

X

(m2 −m1)5 , (2.7)

where we assumed the hierarchy of me � m2 −m1 � m2 � mX . We provide the exact
formula in the appendix A. Mapping this expression to the laboratory-frame mean decay
length of χ2 (denoted as `2,lab), we have

`2,lab ∼ 62 cm ·
(10−3

ε

)2 ( 1
g12

)2 ( mX

100 MeV

)4 ( 20 MeV
m2 −m1

)5 γ2
10 , (2.8)
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where γ2 denotes the Lorentz boost factor of χ2. This expression demonstrates that there
exists an interesting range of parameter values for which iBDM events have significantly
displaced interaction vertices within the (fiducial) detector volume. In particular, it is
encouraging that a small value of ε is not required, unlike the case for the long-lived X,
which implies that the “displaced” iBDM signal in this case can have a sizable scattering
cross section. The contour plots for eq. (2.8) in the plane of mX and ε are shown in the
right panel of figure 2, with the contour values given in meters. Three different values of
mass difference (m2−m1) are shown for illustration: 10 MeV (solid lines), 20 MeV (dashed
lines), and 30 MeV (dotted lines).

2.3 Kinematic features

In this subsection, we discuss the maximum mass reach of χ2 and two important experi-
mental observables of signal events: energy spectra and angular correlations of final-state
(visible) particles. The energy spectrum of the final state particles is an important char-
acteristic of the process as it drives the probability that the energy deposits will pass the
detection thresholds. On the other hand, the angular correlation observable is connected
to the angular resolution since unresolvable angular separation will potentially lead to sig-
nal events with merged particle tracks. To study the distributions of particle energies and
angular separation, we developed our own Monte Carlo simulation code using the primary-
scattering matrix element and fully implementing the secondary-decay matrix element, as
will be discussed below.

As for any accelerator experiment, the maximum value of m2 is
√
s − mT where T

stands for target particle, i.e., T = e or p, and where
√
s is the center-of-mass energy given

by s = m2
T + 2E1mT +m2

1. In other words, we have

m2 ≤
√
m2
T + 2E1mT +m2

1 −mT . (2.9)

Two extreme cases are considered. If m1 is much greater than mT — which is usually the
case for electron scattering — along with a sizable Lorentz boost factor for χ1, the above
relation is approximately

m2 ≤ m1 + (γ1 − 1)mT . (2.10)

The opposite limiting case where m1 is much smaller than mT — which is usually the case
for proton scattering — results in

m2 ≤ γ1m1 . (2.11)

Equations (2.10) and (2.11) imply that the proton scattering channel is more effective than
the electron scattering channel in probing dark-sector states that are much heavier than
the incoming dark matter χ1.

The differential spectrum of recoiling particles dσ/dET are given by [17]

dσ

dET
= 4αε2g2

12m
2
T

λ(s,m2
T ,m

2
1)
{
2mT (E2 − E1)2 −m2

X

}2

×
[
M0(F1 + κF2)2 +M1

{
−κF2(F1 + κF2) + (κF2)2E1 − E2 + 2mT

4mT

}]
, (2.12)
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E1 [MeV] m1 [MeV] m2 [MeV] mX [MeV]
REF1 2000 50 60 50
REF2 400 5 15 50

Table 1. Mass spectra for two reference points, REF1 and REF2. In the annihilating two-
component dark-matter scenario, E1 can be identified with m0. These are the baseline parameter
choices for this study. Depending on the analyses, one or two mass parameters in each reference
point will be varied.

where λ is the usual kinematic triangular function defined as λ(x, y, z) = (x−y−z)2−4yz
and where E1 and E2 are the incoming χ1 energy and the outgoing χ2 energy, respectively,
measured in the laboratory frame. The χ2 energy E2 can be converted to the recoil energy
ET by the relation E2 = E1 +mT − ET . HereM0 andM1 are defined as follows:

M0 =
[
mT (E2

1 + E2
2)− (m2 −m1)2

2 (E2 − E1 +mT ) +m2
T (E2 − E1) +m2

1E2 −m2
2E1

]
,

(2.13)

M1 = mT

[(
E1 + E2 −

m2
2 −m2

1
2mT

)2
+ (E1 − E2 + 2mT )

{
E2 − E1 −

(m2 −m1)2

2mT

}]
,

(2.14)

where F1 and F2 represent form factors. For the electron target, we take F1 = 1 and
F2 = 0, whereas for the proton target, we adopt values presented in ref. [33] together
with the proton anomalous magnetic moment κ = 1.79 (see appendix of ref. [18] for more
detailed expressions). Note that one can easily obtain the differential spectrum for the
elastic scattering, χ1 + e−/p → χ1 + e−/p, from eqs. (2.12) through (2.14) in the limit of
m2 → m1 and g12 → g11 where E2 is interpreted as the energy of the outgoing χ1.

A simple kinematic consideration suggests that the maximally (minimally) allowed
recoil energy E+

T (E−T ) be

E±T =
(s+m2

T −m2
2)(E1 +mT )± λ1/2(s,m2

T ,m2)
√
E2

1 −m2
1

2s . (2.15)

The left panels of figure 3 show the shapes of recoil energy spectra for signal events,
generated according to eq. (2.12). The top panel and the bottom panel show respectively
the recoil electron energy4 spectra on a linear scale and the recoil proton kinetic energy
spectra on a logarithmic scale, for two reference mass points, REF1 and REF2, as detailed
in the figure legends and in table 1. The main difference between the electron recoil and
proton recoil is that for the proton case the energy is not efficiently transferred to the
proton target unless m1 is comparable to mp. Therefore, the typical kinetic energy of
the recoiling protons is small, requiring a small detector energy threshold for protons to be
detectable. This is clearly different from the top-left panel of figure 3: the recoiling protons
are more peaked toward smaller values.

4Electrons in our study are energetic enough to interchangeably use energy and kinetic energy.
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Figure 3. Top: recoil electron energy spectrum (left) and secondary electron energy spectrum
(right) for the case of scattering off electrons. The reference parameter choices, REF1 (red) and
REF2 (blue), are shown in the legends. Bottom: recoil proton kinetic energy spectrum (left) and
secondary electron energy spectrum (right) for the case of scattering off protons.

For the energy of visible decay products from the secondary decay, we show the ex-
pected energy spectra for the electron scattering case and the proton scattering case in
the top-right panel and the bottom-right panel of figure 3, assuming the same benchmark
reference points as before. For definiteness, the visible decay products are taken to be
electrons and positrons. These are energetic enough to exceed the energy threshold as will
be shown below (table 2 in section 3), so these have a high probability to be visible in the
detector unless the decay is significantly delayed and is outside the detector acceptance.

As stated earlier, identification of the secondary decay products is crucial for the sig-
nature to differentiate from potential background events, and thus for the signal sensitivity.
As a result of the large boost of the incident χ1, the visible particles in the final state are
often collimated. Reliable signal event tagging depends on to what extent we can iden-
tify these collimated particles within the angular resolution of the detector. Denoting the
angular separation between χ2 and the recoiling target particle by θT2, we find

cos θT2 = ETE2 −mTE1 + (m2
2 −m2

1)/2√
(E2

T −m2
T )(E2

2 −m2
2)

. (2.16)
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Figure 4. Scatter plots of the plane of Min
[
θe−

rece− , θe−
rece+

]
and θe−e+ in the electron scattering

channel (top panels) and of the plane of Min
[
θprece− , θprece+

]
and θe−e+ in the proton scattering

channel (bottom panels) with REF1 (left panels) and REF2 (right panels). All the angles are
in degrees and the color code indicates unit-normalized relative event densities. See the text for
variable definitions.
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This relation gives an idea of the angular separation between the recoiling target particle
and the secondary e+e− pair especially when the χ2 is significantly boosted, which is
often the case for the electron scattering channel. The color-coded scattering plots in
figure 4 show the unit-normalized relative event densities. The vertical axes are for the
minimum of the angular separation between the target particle and the secondary electron
and the angular separation between the target particle and the secondary positron, i.e.,
Min

[
θe−

rece− , θe−
rece+

]
for the events with a recoiling electron and Min

[
θprece− , θprece+

]
for

the events with a recoiling proton. The top and bottom panels are respectively for the
electron scattering case and the proton scattering case with benchmark reference points
REF1 (left panels) and REF2 (right panels). For the electron channel, we see that the
secondary electrons and positrons are close to the recoiling electron, whereas for the proton
channel most of the recoiling protons roughly move in the direction orthogonal to the
secondary particle momenta. Indeed, eq. (2.16) predicts θT2 = 2.2◦ (electron scattering,
REF1), 3.8◦ (electron scattering, REF2), 87◦ (proton scattering, REF1), and 92◦ (proton
scattering, REF2) with a representative recoil electron energy of 200MeV and 100MeV,
and a representative recoil proton kinetic energy being 21MeV and 1.5MeV, respectively.
These values are in good agreement with the corresponding values in figure 4. Finally, we
show the angular separation between the secondary electron and positron on the horizontal
axes in the plots of figure 4. For most of the events, these are very close to each other.

Given that the angular distances between the final-state particles are small and can be
smaller than the angular resolution of the DUNE detector, it is crucial to devise an efficient
selection strategy in order to enhance the signal acceptance, which is an important part
of this study. As discussed earlier, the secondary decay vertex may be displaced from
the primary scattering vertex, depending on the benchmark parameters of interest. Two
separated correlated vertices, i.e., resulting from the same event, allow for rejection of most
background events. We will define these selection criteria in section 4.2. Another handle
to suppress background is a “dE/dx” analysis. This is inspired by the discrimination
between electron-like tracks and photon-like tracks via dE/dx performed by the ArgoNeuT
Collaboration [34]. If charged particles are merged together, the dE/dx measurement
can be distinctive enough to distinguish between signal and background events. We will
elaborate this idea in detail in section 4.1.

3 DUNE detectors and backgrounds

We discuss the potential backgrounds given the iBDM signature characteristics discussed
in the previous section. An iBDM signal consists of three visible particles in the final
state potentially with a displaced vertex, which is generally difficult for SM processes
(mostly by atmospheric neutrinos) to mimic. We examine several scenarios, taking into
consideration the anticipated detector performance such as spatial and angular resolutions,
particle identification, etc. We first give an overview of the DUNE far detector, followed
by a discussion of the backgrounds.

3.1 DUNE far detectors

DUNE is expected to start its initial operation in 2026/2027, carrying out various physics
analyses including the measurement of neutrino oscillations, searches for proton decay, su-
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Target & detector technology Liquid Argon & LArTPC
Depth [m.w.e.] 4,300

Dimension [m]
Active

Cubic (width× length× height)
SP: 14.0× 58.2× 12.0 (×2)
DP: 12.0× 62.0× 12.0 (×2)

Fiducial† 11.2× 57.2× 11.2 (×4)

Mass [kt]
Active SP: 13.7× 2, DP: 12.1× 2
Fiducial SP: 10.0× 2, DP: 10.0× 2

Eth [MeV]
electron 30
proton 30-50

Eres [%]
electron

20 for E < 0.4 GeV
10 for E < 1.0 GeV

2 + 8√
E/GeV

for E ≥ 1.0 GeV

proton
10 for E < 1.0 GeV

5 + 5√
E/GeV

for E ≥ 1.0 GeV

θres [◦]
electron 1
proton 5

Vertex resolution Vres [cm] 1

Table 2. A summary of the characteristics of a far detector similar to the one proposed by the
DUNE Collaboration [25–28]. The unit for depth, m.w.e., stands for meter-water-equivalent. The
“†” symbol indicates the quoted dimensions of the fiducial volumes used in section 5 and detailed
in the text.

pernova neutrino observation, and more. Recently, DUNE has received increasing attention
as an opportunity to probe new physics, such as detection of dark matter [10, 15–18, 20].
While the experiment shares many common physics goals with similar experiments such
as Hyper-Kamiokande, a different detector technology is adopted by DUNE and the other
experiments so that a large degree of complementarity among the various experiments
is expected.

The DUNE far detectors are designed to consist of four large-volume detectors with
a fiducial volume of approximately 10 kt each. The main technology for at least three of
these large detectors is that of a Liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber (LArTPC) for
which two different complementary technologies are proposed: the single-phase (SP) and
the dual-phase (DP) one. The first module is scheduled to be ready and start collection of
cosmic-ray and atmospheric neutrino data in 2026, two modules (i.e., a total of 20 kt) are
planned to be operational in 2027 with at that time also the FNAL neutrino beam turned
on, and ultimately the full set of modules (i.e., the full 40 kt) are expected to be ready for
operations three years later.

We summarize key specifications of the DUNE far detectors [25–28] in table 2. In
addition, pion tagging will be particularly important since it is deeply connected to rejection
of potential backgrounds, which we will discuss in the next subsection. Several of the
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numbers in the table are taken from the latest technical design report (TDR) [25–28], but
a few comments are made in order. First, the quoted dimensions of the fiducial volumes
are the ones that we have defined for this data analysis discussed in section 5, following
rough guidelines of the experiment. We determine the fiducial volumes of both SP and DP
detectors by removing at least 40−50 cm inward from the boundary of their active volumes,
taking into account the modular readout plane structure. Second, the energy threshold for
electrons quoted in the table is the one used in the analyses for physics beyond the SM of
the TDR [26], although other physics analyses, e.g., solar neutrino and supernova neutrino
detection suggest that a smaller value, as low as 5MeV may be possible [25, 26]. Third, the
energy threshold for protons is (conservatively) estimated to be 50MeV [25, 26], but the
possibility of lowering it further in LArTPCs was discussed in ref. [15]. As will be shown in
section 5, the proton scattering channel particularly has a great potential in the search for
dark-matter signal. The ArgoNeuT Collaboration presented their study in ref. [34] with a
proton energy threshold in the LArTPC detector down to 21MeV. However, the detailed
design and granularity of the planned DUNE far detectors differ from those of ArgoNeuT.
Therefore, we take a somewhat less conservative value Eth = 30MeV for protons than that
in the TDR as the baseline threshold value in our analyses as a compromise, in order to
demonstrate the full power of the proton scattering channel. Fourth, the precise numbers
of the energy resolution in the region of interest here is still work in progress in the DUNE
Collaboration beyond the references given.5 The numbers given in table 2 are inspired
by the expected DUNE detector performance but should not be taken as official numbers
by the DUNE Collaboration. In this analysis, we do not explicitly consider the event
triggering, but DUNE foresees several low energy triggers for its physics programs such as
supernovae detection, solar neutrinos, etc.

3.2 Background consideration

As mentioned earlier, it is not easy for SM processes to mimic the iBDM-like signature
in our study as depicted in figure 1. Since the DUNE far detectors will be placed deep
underground, the background contamination from cosmic rays (mostly cosmic muons) is
expected to be small. Nevertheless, the annual flux is not negligible, so a more detailed
estimate has to be made.

The total muon flux at the DUNE detector location is ∼ 4 × 10−5 m−2sr−1s−1 [35],
resulting in (1− 2)× 107 muons annually at DUNE-40 kt. The most plausible scenario for
cosmic muon background is the following: the muon could sneak into the fiducial volume
and emit a hard photon that converts into a e+e− pair, and simultaneously leave either an
electron-like or a proton-like track signature. Although we need a more dedicated study
on the probability of externally produced muons entering the DUNE far detector but not
indentified as such, we can expect the probability to be less than 0.1% from a study of
the muon reconstruction efficiency at the MicroBooNE detector [36].6 The rate of hard

5The quoted numbers are based on private communications with members of the DUNE Collaboration.
6The MicroBooNE Collaboration reported that 0.09% of cosmic muons are reconstructed such that their

tracks appear only inside the fiducial volume [36]. While the value 0.09% resulted from 2016 data of the
MicroBooNE detector, the corresponding value including 2017 data is even smaller, although not public
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photon emission is suppressed by a factor of α/π ≈ 1/500, with α being the electroweak fine
structure constant, and we estimate that the rate of electron-like muon tracks7 is reduced
by a conservative suppression factor of 10−2 based on the study in ref. [34]. Combining
all factors together, we expect � 1 cosmic muon-induced background events per year at
DUNE-40 kt. The suppression factors are estimated very conservatively, anticipating that
in reality the suppression power will be larger, but these need to be demonstrated with
dedicated studies in the DUNE far detector.

The neutrinos coming from the sky may give rise to background events. Atmospheric
neutrinos can lead to a resonance scattering or a deep inelastic scattering (DIS) process,
creating a handful of mesons (usually pions) whose visible decay products can leave signal-
like signatures in a detector. We expect that νe/ν̄e-induced charged-current events may
mimic signal events. For the electron channel, we can have for example:

νe/ν̄e +N → e±π0 +N ′ , (3.1)

the N and N ′ are nuclei, and one of the two photons from the π0 decay converts and
appears electron-like. Another class of the signal-looking example processes is

νe/ν̄e + p or n→ e±π±π± + others , (3.2)

where “others” are sufficiently soft, i.e., undetected particles, and where charged pions
themselves are misidentified as electrons. There are other sources such as νµ-induced
charged current events and ν neutral-current events. The former are usually accompanied
by an energetic muon which can be tagged very easily. The neutral-current contributions
are subdominant typically measured to be ∼ 10−50% of the corresponding charged-current
contributions, depending on channel, energy, and target material [37]. So, we will focus on
the νe/ν̄e charged-current events only.

To estimate the rate of these events, we combine the atmospheric νe/ν̄e differential
flux for the Super-Kamiokande site as calculated in ref. [38] and the neutrino scattering
cross sections from ref. [37], and derive the number of events for the contributing channels
according to the energy of the incident neutrino, as shown in figure 5. As the DUNE
far detector site and the SK site are on similar latitudes and at similar depths, this is a
good approximation. The left and right panels are for electron neutrino and anti-electron
neutrino scattering, respectively. We show the contributions from quasi-elastic scattering
in solid red, resonance scattering in dotted purple, and DIS in dashed blue, for an exposure
corresponding to one kt·yr.

We count all resonance scattering and DIS events in this energy range from figure 5, and
find that in total about 20 events are expected per kt·yr. Therefore, in the full DUNE-40 kt
detectors, about 800 νe/ν̄e-induced events can potentially mimic a signal for a one-year ex-
posure, whereby energy thresholds have been ignored for this simple estimate. However,

yet (private communications with a member of the MicroBooNE collaboration). We take this value as the
upper limit on the probability of “sneaking-in” muon, and thus conservatively estimate the probability to
be 0.1%.

7The rate of proton-like muon tracks is much smaller.
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Figure 5. The annually expected number of atmospheric νe/ν̄e-induced events at a multi-kt-size
detector. The left and right panels are for electron neutrino and anti-electron neutrino interactions,
respectively. The numbers are reported for each process: quasi-elastic in solid red, resonance in
dotted purple, and DIS in dashed blue.

the events of this type usually contribute to the background when produced mesons and/or
their decay products are not detected or incorrectly tagged. Note that LArTPC detectors
are expected to have good particle identification. For example, the MicroBooNE Collab-
oration used a convolutional neural network to distinguish π± signatures from others in
their LArTPC detector, and reported 70 − 75% π±-tagging efficiency [39]. This tagging
efficiency is mainly to separate against µ±, and is much larger to separate against e±. We
expect that a similar or better level of particle tagging efficiencies will be possible in the
DUNE LArTPC detectors, and that such background events will be suppressed enough to
be negligible.

Another potential background is quasi-elastic scattering events of atmospheric electron-
neutrinos (solid red histograms in figure 5) involving a soft nucleon or a nucleus. Since
the nucleus or the (soft) nucleon recoil in such an event is invisible due to the energy
threshold, only the e± will be visible. As will be elaborated in section 4.1, a dE/dx cut
may misidentify a certain fraction of single e± events as signal ones. We count all quasi-
elastic scattering events using the plots of figure 5 for a conservative estimate and find
that about 37 events are expected per kt·yr leading to ∼ 1, 500 νe/ν̄e-induced quasi-elastic
scattering events for the DUNE-40 kt detector with a one-year exposure, again ignoring
energy thresholds. Depending on the choice of dE/dx cut, which will be discussed later,
these events can be suppressed by 2−3 orders of magnitude. Moreover, some events involve
a detectable proton recoil and can be recognized. We therefore expect conservatively at
most O(10) background events from this channel.

Finally, we comment briefly on the potential background events induced by beam-
produced neutrinos and by random coincidences of events. For the beam-produced neutri-
nos, the predicted event rates are ∼ 2000 yr−1 in the neutrino mode and ∼ 800 yr−1 in
the antineutrino mode for a 40 kt detector and with δCP = 0 [26]. In addition, the timing
of such events is fully correlated with the neutrino beam bunch timing, and the visible
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particle tracks will, in general, be pointing back to the beam production source. Therefore,
we expect that the beam-induced neutrino background can be safely eliminated. For possi-
ble random coincidences, the rate was estimated to be negligible even in the surface-based
ProtoDUNE detectors [21] and we therefore expect that the number of such background
events can be neglected in the DUNE far detectors which will be placed deep underground.

4 Event selection

In this section, we discuss event selection scenarios used for our sensitivity studies. Since
boosted dark matter collides with a fixed target particle, the final-state particles are gen-
erally produced in the forward direction, i.e., following the incident χ1 direction. In par-
ticular, in the electron scattering channel, a large boost factor is essential to produce the
heavier dark-sector state. As a result, all three electron final-state tracks may be highly
collimated, and in some cases appear as a single electron track. We first discuss a possible
way of recognizing such a multi-track object.

4.1 Identification of merged-track signal

Electrons traveling in liquid argon lose their energy initially by ionization, before eventually
developing an electromagnetic shower. The radiation length in liquid argon is 14 cm, so
the first few centimeters of the track, before the electron starts showering, are generally
relatively clean and allow for an accurate measurement of the ionization energy depositions
per unit length, i.e., the dE/dx. This quantity is a characteristic of particles moving in
material, and depends on the particle mass, its velocity and the material parameters, and
can be utilized as a metric to identify particles. For example, an energetic photon converts
into an electron-positron pair in the liquid argon, and the two tracks are likely to be close
by and overlaid, and may be reconstructed as a single electron track. The DUNE far
detectors do not have a magnetic field and so cannot separate electrons and positrons
using track curvature. Being in fact the sum of two tracks, on average the dE/dx value of
this γ-induced “track” will be twice as large as that of a single electron track.

This effect forms the basis of the strategy that the ArgoNeuT Collaboration has taken
to distinguish electron-induced tracks from photon-induced tracks in their detector [34].
They observed that the electron hits follow a Gaussian convolved with a Landau spectrum
peaking at dE/dx ≈ 2MeV/cm, while the spectrum for the γ hits shows a peak at dE/dx ≈
4MeV/cm. The DUNE Collaboration has performed such a study with simulated data and
reached a similar conclusion [26], using samples of electron and photon electromagnetic
cascades with isotropic directions and uniformly distributed momenta in the range 0.2GeV
to 5.0GeV. Therefore, we can view the probability density P γhit associated with the γ hits
as a combination of two probability densities P ehit associated with the electron hits:

P γhit(x) =
∫ x

0
dyP ehit(x− y)P ehit(y) , (4.1)

where the argument of Phit is the dE/dx value. This implies that one can generate P γhit
based on the knowledge of P ehit. In the left panel of figure 6. We compare our own
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Figure 6. Left: dE/dx distributions of electron events (solid blue) and photon events (solid
red) simulated by the DUNE Collaboration with the default detector design [26]. The dashed
red histogram shows γ hits generated using the simulated e hits (solid blue) of DUNE, while the
solid red one shows the simulated γ hits. The dashed purple histogram is a prediction for signal
events (i.e., three-electron merged tracks) generated using the simulated e hits. Right: ROC curves
of signal acceptance versus background rejection. The blue curve compares the generated signal
hits with the simulated e hits, whereas the red curve compares the generated signal hits with the
simulated γ hits. The dashed lines correspond to 50% of signal acceptance, ∼ 80% of γ-like event
rejection, and ∼ 98% of single e-like event rejection with a dE/dx cut imposed at 4.8MeV/cm.

“generated” γ hits with the γ hits simulated by DUNE with the default detector design
in ref. [26]. The solid blue histogram serves as the input P ehit from which we generate
the dashed red histogram. Comparing this with the solid red histogram, we find that the
generated hits reproduce the simulated hits fairly well.

Inspired by this result, we extend eq. (4.1) to our signal in the most extreme case, i.e.
the one where all three electron/positron tracks merge:

P sig
hit (x) =

∫ x

0

∫ x−y

0
dydzP ehit(x− y − z)P ehit(y)P ehit(z) . (4.2)

This formula allows to generate the signal hits and the prediction is shown by the purple
dashed histogram in the left panel of figure 6. The generated signal hits predict the
peak position (∼ 6MeV/cm) at around three times the peak of simulated electron hits or
equivalently 1.5 times the peak of simulated γ hits, as expected.

We further study signal acceptance versus background rejection by comparing the
generated signal hits with the simulated electron and photon hits, and represent the com-
parisons as a Receive Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. The right panel of figure 6
shows two ROC curves, signal hits against electron hits (blue) and signal hits against
photon hits (red). The dashed lines correspond to a dE/dx cut at 4.8MeV/cm which is
roughly the crossover point between the signal hits and the photon hits, and this choice
allows for 50% acceptance of signal-like events, ∼ 80% rejection of γ-like events, and ∼ 98%
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rejection of single electron events. We take 50% as our baseline tagging efficiency for the
three-electron/positron merged tracks in the selection criteria detailed in the next subsec-
tion. Future studies with the well-tuned simulation and reconstruction tools in DUNE may
validate this method further.

4.2 Event simulation and selection criteria

We discuss the event selection scheme for the sensitivity study reported in section 5. An
event is generated as follows. First, the primary scattering point of the dark-matter parti-
cle within the detector is generated randomly inside the fiducial volume of a single module
of the DUNE far detector. Second, for a given set of E1, m1, m2, mX , and mT (either
me or mp) parameters, the four-momenta of the recoiling target particle and the produced
χ2 are generated according to the associated recoil energy spectrum based on the ap-
propriate scattering matrix element. Three-momentum directions are defined accordingly
under the assumption that the yearly average of the incoming χ1 flux is isotropic. Third,
the laboratory-frame lifetime of the long-lived particle (either χ2 or on-shell X) is calcu-
lated and a decay length is generated by a conventional exponential decay distribution.
Fourth, the secondary decay vertex position is calculated using the decay length and the
momentum of the long-lived particle. Finally, the decay is generated, leading to the e+e−

decay products.
Once the event generation is completed, the following selection criteria are consecu-

tively tested to determine if the event is accepted:

1. Energy: energy of final-state protons and electrons is smeared according to the energy
resolution formulas tabulated in table 2. If the resulting smeared energy does not
meet the threshold requirement (Eth = 30MeV for electrons and Ekin

th = 30MeV
for protons), the event is rejected. We also require the energy of recoiling protons
not to exceed 2GeV beyond which deep inelastic scattering processes of χ1 become
significant [40].8

2. Track containment: the track length of final-state particles are estimated, based on
the expected electron and proton stopping power in liquid argon [41, 42]. If the
endpoint of a track lies outside the defined fiducial volume, the event is rejected.

3. Displaced vertex : if the decay vertex falls outside the fiducial volume, the event is
rejected. However, if it is displaced and the decay length is larger than the position
resolution of 1 cm and the track length of recoiling particle, the event is accepted.
Alternatively, if the decay length is between 1 cm and the track length of recoiling
particle but the angular separation between the decay point and the recoiling particle
is five times larger (smaller) than the angular resolution of recoiling particle (i.e., 5◦

for electron recoil and 25◦ for proton recoil), the event is accepted (rejected).

8For most of parameter choices and parameter space that we study in this paper, the energy of recoiling
protons is much less than 2GeV [18], so the precise value of choice of 2GeV has only a negligible effect on
our analyses.
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4. Angular separation: if the decay length is less than the position resolution 1 cm
and the angular distances between pairs of final-state particles are greater than the
corresponding angular resolutions (θres = 1◦ for electrons and θres = 5◦ for protons),
the event is accepted. Otherwise, the event is identified as merged for the electron
channel but it is rejected for the proton channel.

5. dE/dx : for the electron channel, if the event is identified as merged, it is accepted
with an efficiency of 50%.

Note that these selection criteria are driven by the anticipated instrumental capabilities
of the DUNE LArTPC detectors, and have not been optimized for the detailed signal
event topology under consideration and for different search regions; some of them could
be adapted to increase the sensitivity in some regions of parameter space. With the study
in this paper, we simply aim to demonstrate the huge potential of the DUNE far detec-
tors for the search of cosmogenic new physics signals involving events with a multiple
particle signature.

5 Results

In this section, we study expected sensitivities to the dark-matter signal depicted in figure 1,
using event simulation and the event selections described in the previous section. Since the
benchmark model contains a dark photon X, it is natural to investigate the experimental
sensitivity in the standard dark-photon parameter space, ε against mX , for the DUNE far
detectors. Models of the inelastic boosted dark-matter scenario contain more parameters,
namely m0, m1, m2, and g12 in addition to these two. For definiteness, we take g12 = 1
throughout this section whenever necessary and examine several different reference mass
points, including REF1 and REF2 introduced in section 2.3. These parameter choices are
the same as those in ref. [21] which discussed similar sensitivities for the electron scattering
channel using the ProtoDUNE detectors, and have been used as reference parameter choices
for the study reported in the DUNE TDR [26].

For a given time of exposure texp and number of target particles inside the detector
fiducial volume NT , the expected number of observed signal events Nsig is given by

Nsig = σ F1 Aexp texp NT , (5.1)

where σ is the χ1 scattering cross section and Aexp stands for the experimental signal
efficiency and acceptance following the event selection criteria in section 4.2. We take
eq. (2.1) for the flux factor F1 which was determined with χ0 following the NFW dark-
matter halo profile; different χ0 halo profiles may lead to different values. We further
assume that yearly-averaged F1 is approximately isotropic. The scattering cross section σ
for the χ1T → χ2T process can be obtained by integrating the differential cross section
in eq. (2.12) over the range defined by eq. (2.15). The decay branching fraction of χ2 to
χ1e
−e+ is assumed unity for definiteness.
Next, sensitivity calculations are performed in both a model-dependent and a model-

independent way. For the former case, we investigate the sensitivity of DUNE to several
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representative model points in our benchmark model, both in the standard parameter space
of dark-photon mass versus kinetic mixing parameter and in the plane of halo dark-matter
mass m0 versus the velocity-averaged annihilation cross section. For the latter case, we
discuss ways to present the results.

5.1 Model-dependent sensitivity reaches

We consider the 90% C.L. exclusion limits N90 calculated with a modified frequentist
construction [43, 44]. An experiment is said to be sensitive to a given signal, if Nsig ≥ N90.
The background estimation determines N90. Factoring out ε2 from the cross section, i.e.,
σ = ε2σ̃ and substituting eq. (5.1) into this inequality, we have

ε2 ≥ N90

σ̃(mX) F1 Aexp texp NT
, (5.2)

where the dependence of σ̃ on the mass of dark photon X is explicitly shown. Therefore, if
no additional events are observed beyond known backgrounds, any ε2 values greater than
the value of the right-hand side of (5.2) are excluded for a given mX .

We now consider a few representative experimental scenarios. As described in section 3,
one out of the four far detector modules will be ready at the start of the data collection, so
we will calculate sensitivities with DUNE 10 kt times one duty year (denoted by DUNE-
10 kt·yr) as well as with full detector DUNE 40 kt times one duty year (denoted by DUNE-
40 kt·yr). Regarding the background, we consider not only an optimistic scenario of a
negligible background level (denoted by Zero BG), for which N90(Zero BG) = 2.3, but also
a more conservative scenario allowing for a sizable amount of background events. According
to the discussion in section 3.2, several tens of atmospheric neutrino-induced background
events could be selected in the electron scattering channel. We therefore assume 50 events
per 40 kt·yr for a conservative scenario for the electron channel (denoted by 50 BG) for
which N90(50 BG) = 13.0. By contrast, since the proton scattering channel requires a
detectable recoiling proton, only a tiny fraction of quasi-elastic scattering neutrino events
and resonance events are expected to be selected as signal events and we take 10 events per
40 kt·yr for the conservative scenario for the proton channel (denoted by 10 BG) for which
N90(10 BG) = 6.6. Our sensitivity results on the mX − ε plane are shown in figure 7. The
left panels show the experimental sensitivities of the electron scattering channel (blue lines)
and the proton scattering channels (red lines) for REF1 for which mX is varied within the
range of mX < 2m1, as well as existing experimental limits from refs. [45–56]. In contrast,
the right panels show the corresponding experimental sensitivities for the benchmark point
REF2, for which mX is varied in the range of mX ≥ 2m1, as well as various experimental
limits from refs. [57–61]. The top panels compare the results with 40 kt·yr (solid lines)
and the results with 10 kt·yr (dashed lines), assuming negligible backgrounds. The bottom
panels compare the results with Zero BG (solid lines) and the results with 50 BG/10 BG
(dot-dashed lines), assuming 40 kt·yr. We also present the result with Ekin

th = 50MeV for
the proton channel (dotted line) to show the dependence of the sensitivity reaches on Ekin

th .
We make several observations on these results. First, we see that the electron scattering

channel generally shows a better signal sensitivity than the corresponding proton scattering
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Figure 7. Left: experimental sensitivities of the electron scattering channel (blue lines) and
the proton scattering channel (red lines) for REF1 for which mX is varied within the range of
mX < 2m1. Relevant existing limits are taken from refs. [45–56]. In the top panel, assuming
negligible backgrounds, we compare the results with a statistics of 40 kt·yr (solid lines) and with
a statistics of 10 kt·yr (dashed lines). In the bottom panel, assuming a statistics of 40 kt·yr,
we compare the results with negligible backgrounds (solid lines) with the results with 50 and
10 background events (dot-dashed lines) for the electron and proton channel, respectively. For
comparison, we show the result with Ekin

th = 50MeV for the proton channel (dotted line) in both
panels. Right: experimental sensitivities to REF2 for which mX is varied within the range of
mX > 2m1. Relevant existing limits are taken from refs. [57–61].

one for small mass values of X, but this trend is reversed as mX increases. The χ1
scattering cross section on protons is larger than the one on electrons, see eq. (2.12).
However, if m1 � mp, the energy transfer to the target proton is not efficient so that the
recoiling proton for a large fraction of events does not pass the energy threshold to be
observed. For the electron channel m1 � me, and thus the recoiling electrons pass easier
the observation threshold. Eventually, this gets alleviated with increasing mX , i.e., more
recoiling protons lead to an energy deposit above the threshold and we have a crossover
between the sensitivity curves of the electron and proton scattering channels (see also
ref. [18] for a more systematic discussion).
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Second, we find that taking into account the background assumptions does not substan-
tially degrade the signal sensitivities. Indeed, the comparison between the top panels and
the bottom panels of figure 7 suggests that experimental exposure time be more important.
Finally, for REF2 the expected sensitivity reach of DUNE is slightly beyond the existing
bound given by present NA64 [61] (the electron scattering case) or comparable to the
bound (the proton scattering case). NA64 will collect more data in the next years and will
improve their sensitivity. But note that the search by NA64 assumes an invisible decay of
the (on-shell) dark photon into a dark-matter pair (X → χ1χ̄1), namely, a search based on
“disappearance” signature. Reversely, in our case the dark photon decays visibly through
an off-shell intermediary state appearing in the χ2 decay process (χ2 → χ1X

∗ → χ1e
+e−),

i.e., it is a search based on “appearance” signature. Moreover, different choices of model
points allow us to probe unexplored regions,9 which we will discuss shortly.

Simulation studies were also performed with more conservative values of the angular
and position resolutions. These could potentially have an important impact on the sensi-
tivity reach since the resolutions are closely related to the criteria for isolating individual
particles and identifying a displaced vertex, and thus affect the signal acceptance. We sepa-
rately inflate the associated baseline values (i.e., θres and Vres) by a factor of 3, and find that
the sensitivity curves reported in figure 7 are not significantly degraded by the variation of
these deteriorated resolutions. As stated earlier, we also performed our simulation studies
with a more conservative proton energy threshold of Ekin

th = 50MeV assuming negligible
backgrounds per 40 kt·yr. The results show similar sensitivity reaches to the cases with
Ekin

th = 30MeV assuming 10 background events per 40 kt·yr or negligible backgrounds per
20 kt·yr. These studies show that we can reduce the required time exposure by half by
improving the energy threshold for detecting protons from 50MeV to 30MeV.

It is informative to compare the experimental sensitivity reaches with the ones reported
by the COSINE-100 Collaboration, as they performed the first iBDM signal search [24].
Three benchmark points were investigated. However, E1 of a point, for which COSINE-100
probed a new region beyond the existing bounds, is too small for (some of) the associated
final state visible particles to overcome the energy thresholds of DUNE. So, we compare the
remaining two points in figure 8 where the reported COSINE-100 sensitivities are shown
by the orange solid and the orange dashed lines. The corresponding sensitivity reaches
are shown by the blue/red solid and the blue/red dashed curves in the electron/proton
scattering channel, respectively, with the assumptions of negligible background and an
exposure of 40 kt·yr. For the first benchmark point with m0 = 2GeV (solid lines), the
expected flux of χ1 is too small for COSINE-100 to cover a wide range of parameter space,
especially toward smaller ε, compared to its detector volume, whereas DUNE enjoys its
large detector volume and is expected to achieve better sensitivity reaches as also advocated
by the results in the left panel of figure 7. For the other benchmark point withm0 = 0.5GeV
(dashed lines), the flux of boosted χ1 increases, resulting in an improved sensitivity reach
of COSINE-100 within the excluded regions, while DUNE still would be able to probe some
of the unexplored regions.

9Needless to say, it is obvious that more data collection (say, 5-year duty run) improves experimental
reaches.
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Figure 8. Comparison between the sensitivities of DUNE and COSINE-100 for the two benchmark
points investigated by the COSINE-100 Collaboration [24]. Parameter values and line specifications
are detained in the legend. For the DUNE sensitivities, negligible background and 40 kt·yr data
collection are assumed.

Figure 9. Left: comparison between the sensitivity of DUNE to REF1 (with mX varied) and to two
other model points in the proton scattering channel for the case of mX < 2m1. Right: comparison
between the sensitivity of DUNE to REF2 (with mX varied) and to two other model points in the
proton scattering channel for the case of mX ≥ 2m1. In both panels, negligible background and
40-kt·yr data collection are assumed, and parameter values and line specifications of the additional
model points are detailed in the legends.

Figure 7 shows that the proton scattering channel is more sensitive than the electron
scattering channel if the underlying dark photon is heavier than a few tens of MeV, for
which the kinetic mixing parameter is relatively loosely constrained. Furthermore, following
eq. (2.11), the proton target offers a wider range of accessible m2 values for a given pair
of m1 and E1, allowing to carry out sensitivity studies for a larger range of parameter
space. As an illustration we analyze two more benchmark points for both the mX < 2m1
and mX ≥ 2m1 case, and show the comparisons in the left panel and the right panel of
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figure 9, respectively. The benchmark details are given in the legend of each figure, and
the sensitivity reaches are computed under the assumption of negligible background and
for a 40-kt·yr exposure.

The model point represented by the dashed orange line in the left panel differs from
REF1 by m2 value, showing that DUNE is sensitive to a broader range of mX − ε space
for this point, compared to the REF1 case (solid red). The reason is two-fold. First, up
to mX < m2 − m1 = 30MeV, the whole signal process proceeds rather promptly, so it
is highly probable that all three final-state particle tracks are fully contained. Second,
beyond mX = 30MeV, χ2 decays through a virtual dark photon, hence becomes long-
lived. However, both m2 and m2 − m1 values are larger than those of REF1, resulting
in a higher chance of containment of the χ2 decay vertex within the detector fiducial
volume. The dot-dashed purple line shows the sensitivity to a heavier mass spectrum. In
the right panel where mX ≥ 2m1, we keep m0(= E1) fixed (i.e., the χ1 flux is fixed) but
vary m1 for a constant value of (m2 − m1)/m2. In all cases, only the three-body decay
of the χ2 is available, so larger mass gaps and larger m2 values allow more events to be
contained within the detector fiducial volume. In addition, for m1 � mp, the energy
transfer to the target proton is more efficient for larger value of m1 [18]. Therefore, for a
given mX , DUNE will be sensitive to smaller ε values in the two model points with larger
m1, extending into unconstrained new regions of parameter space. We emphasize that
all these additional model points, other than REF1 and REF2, cannot be accessed in the
electron scattering channel as they are kinematically forbidden due to larger mass gaps.
These studies illustrate that if it were possible in future to reduce the energy threshold for
detecting protons, it would open further a powerful window to explore more exciting dark-
sector scenarios with multiple (unstable) dark-sector states. For example, our simulation
studies with the proton energy threshold being 21MeV show that the sensitivity reaches
in ε can be improved by ∼ 10–30%.

Next we turn our attention to a different study where the sensitivity reach for the
velocity-averaged annihilation cross section for χ0χ̄0 → χ1χ̄1 is investigated as a function
of m0, the mass of the halo dark-matter component. Using eqs. (2.1) and (5.1) together
with N90, we derive the sensitivity bound as follows:

〈σv〉χ0χ̄0→χ1χ̄1

5× 10−26 cm3s−1 ≥
N90

1.6× 10−6cm−2s−1
(

10 GeV
m0

)2
σ Aexp texp NT

, (5.3)

for which a few examples are reported in figure 10, in the plane of m0 and 〈σv〉χ0χ̄0→χ1χ̄1 .
This parameter space is reminiscent of presenting results from dark-matter indirect
searches: the direct detection of a boosted χ1 scattering signal can be interpreted as an in-
direct detection of χ0 via its annihilation products. The reference mass spectra are exactly
the same as for REF1 (left panel) and for REF2 (right panel) except that m0 is varied
and the choices for mX and ε are not excluded by current bounds mentioned for figures 7
and 9. The same scenarios as for figure 7 are considered, as explained in the figure legend.

A couple of remarks are in order. First of all, the proton channel, in general, allows
to access smaller m0 values than the electron channel because the proton target is better
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Figure 10. The expected sensitivity reaches of the velocity-averaged annihilation cross section
for the χ0χ̄0 → χ1χ̄1 process as a function of halo dark-matter mass m0. The used mass spectra
correspond to REF1 (left panel) and REF2 (right panel) except that m0 is varied and the mX − ε
pair is fixed as shown in the upper frames. The dashed black lines mark a reference value of
the velocity-averaged annihilation cross section with which the conventional two-component BDM
scenario generates the observed relic abundance.

for χ2 production, with a smaller E1(= m0), as discussed in section 2.3. However, if
m0 is too small, the energy deposited by recoiling protons is below threshold so that the
sensitivity gets quickly degraded even though m2 is kinematically allowed. Second, the
dashed black lines mark the reference value of the velocity-averaged annihilation cross
section, 5 × 10−26 cm3s−1, with which the conventional two-component BDM scenario
reproduces the correct relic abundance [1]. The model points below the line would lead to
over-production of dark matter. These results show that DUNE should be able to probe
the dark-matter over-production limit in the context of the annihilating BDM scenario.
A signal discovery below the limit would require a modification of cosmology in the early
universe to accommodate the conventional BDM scenario.

5.2 Model-independent sensitivity reaches

Returning to eq. (5.1), we note that the model details and the dark-matter halo profile are
encapsulated in σ and F1, respectively. The acceptance Aexp depends on the underlying
model details as well. By contrast, the other two quantities texp and NT describe pure
experimental conditions. Reference [14] suggested a possible way of presenting the experi-
mental sensitivity in a model-independent manner. We follow this suggestion here, based
on the following idea. Since many well-motivated model points involve displaced vertices,
the acceptance associated with the laboratory-frame decay length (of either χ2 or X) may
be factored out like Aexp ≡ A(`lab)Ãexp. However, `lab differs from event to event, hence
a pragmatic theoretical choice is to take maximum laboratory-frame mean decay length
¯̀max
lab . The sensitivity reach is then formally expressed as

σfid F1 ≥
N90

A(¯̀max
lab ) texp NT

, (5.4)
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Figure 11. Left: model-independent sensitivity reaches in the ¯̀max
lab − σfidF1 plane for DUNE.

The colored lines correspond to trajectories of σfidF1 of REF1 in the electron channel. ε values
are varied for three different choices of mX as shown in the plot. A few representative ε values
are also displayed allowing to construct corresponding curves with a fixed ε and varying mX values
by joining the point of each curve with the same ε. Right: model-independent sensitivity reaches
in the m0 − σ′fid plane for DUNE with σ′fid identified as σfidA(¯̀max

lab ). The styles of the black lines
are the same as in the left panel. The colored lines depict the expected σ′fid values in m0 for the
reference points adopted in figure 10 as also specified in the legend.

where σfid denotes the “fiducal” cross section defined by σfid = σÃexp. We estimate A(¯̀max
lab )

by requiring both the primary scattering vertex and the secondary decay vertex to be
detectable in the detector fiducial volume, assuming an isotropic dark-matter signal flux.
This sets a conservative limit since the laboratory-frame mean decay length of each event
i.e., ¯̀i

lab, is smaller than ¯̀max
lab and, in turn, A(¯̀max

lab ) ≤
∑Nsig
i A(¯̀i

lab)/Nsig.
The expected model-independent sensitivity reach of DUNE is displayed in the left

panel of figure 11: 40 kt·yr-Zero BG (solid black), 10 kt·yr-Zero BG (dashed black),
40 kt·yr-10 BG (dotted black), and 40 kt·yr-50 BG (dot-dashed black). Note that these
results are applicable to both the electron and the proton channels as A(¯̀max

lab ) is evaluated
irrespective of the channel choice. For a given model point, one can calculate a fiducial
cross section multiplied by the expected signal flux to check whether or not it is excluded.
For illustration, we calculate products of fiducial cross sections for REF1 in the electron
channel and the signal flux predicted with the NFW dark-matter halo profile, while vary-
ing ε for three representative mX choices, mX = 15MeV (red), mX = 30MeV (blue), and
mX = 60MeV (purple). A few reference ε values are also shown. The model points along
the line segment above (below) a given exclusion curve are ruled out (allowed). Similar
curves with a fixed ε and varying mX can be obtained by joining the point of each curve
with the same ε value: for example, a line connecting the points of ε = 10−3 in the plot.

While this presentation scheme is interesting per se, there is another way to report the
experimental sensitivity in a more familiar fashion by reintroducing the dependence of the
dark-matter halo distribution encoded in F1:

σ′fid ≥
N90

F1(m0) texp NT
, (5.5)
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where σ′fid = σfidA(¯̀max
lab ). Here we explicitly indicate the dependence of the signal flux on

the mass of relic dark matter χ0. The resulting sensitivity is defined in the m0−σ′fid plane
which is reminiscent of the limits of spin-independent and spin-dependent cross sections
as a function of the mass of the dominant relic dark matter particle in conventional dark
matter direct detection experiments.

The expected sensitivity is shown in this presentation in the right panel of figure 11
and the line styles are identical to those in the left-panel plot. As before, the NFW dark-
matter profile is applied and 〈σv〉χ0χ̄0→χ1χ̄1 is set to be 5 × 10−26 cm3s−1. The black
vertical dotted line marks the absolute lower bound for visible triple track events due to
the energy threshold. Again these results are applicable to both the electron and the proton
channels since no channel details are assumed. Similarly, one can check whether or not
a given model point is ruled out by calculating the fiducial cross section associated with
σ′fid. Example fiducial cross sections for kinematically consistent m0 values are shown in
the plot. The chosen mass spectra and ε values are the same as in figure 10 as indicated
in the legend. Basically, line segments above (below) a given black diagonal line may be
ruled out (allowed) by DUNE. All example points have a range of m0 values that can be
ruled out except the benchmark point represented by the solid red line. This should be
compared with the proton scattering case in the right panel of figure 10 which does not
reach the line of 〈σv〉χ0χ̄0→χ1χ̄1 = 5× 10−26 cm3s−1.

6 Conclusions

Dark matter and neutrino oscillations are evident signs of physics beyond the Standard
Model. To study the mysteries of neutrinos, many neutrino experiments are ongoing and
several are being planned for the near future. In particular, large-volume neutrino experi-
ments such as DUNE [25, 26] and HK [62, 63] are expected to take the lead towards new
groundbreaking observations and discoveries in the next 10 years.

Due to the common challenge of the invisible and feebly interacting nature that dark
matter and neutrinos share, one can opportunistically anticipate that these neutrino exper-
iments have excellent capabilities of detecting certain classes of dark-matter signals. The
large-volume detectors exhibit particle energy thresholds in the tens of MeV range, hence
they do not have a significant sensitivity to conventional non-relativistic dark matter but
rather to experimental signatures induced by, for example, relativistic dark matter. An in-
creasing number of non-conventional dark-matter scenarios or models have been proposed
during the last years [1–9, 11–13, 17, 64, 65] and they postulate the presence of relativistic
light dark matter in the universe at the present time. Due to its relativistic nature, such
cosmogenic dark matter can manifest itself in the detectors as an energetic visible target
recoil, accompanied by additional visible particles, depending on the underlying dark-sector
model details.

In this paper, we have studied the sensitivity of a detector similar to the one pro-
posed by the DUNE Collaboration to dark-matter signatures that involve multiple particle
production in the final state, taking an inelastic boosted dark-matter scenario [17] as a
concrete example. In this scenario, the underlying dark sector minimally consists of a
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heavy dark matter χ0, a light dark matter χ1, an unstable dark-sector state χ2 (heavier
than χ1), and a dark photon X mediating the interactions among χ1, χ2, and SM particles.
An incident χ1, which is boosted by pair-annihilation of the dominant and much heavier
relic dark matter χ0 in the galaxy, scatters off an electron or a proton in the DUNE far
detector volume to produce a χ2. The collision produces a recoiling electron or a recoiling
proton together with additional SM particles, and as in this study an electron-positron pair
coming from the decay of χ2 through an intermediary state X. The presence of additional
particles gives several unique event signatures which can be used to distinguish signal from
background. But for that the detector should have a good particle isolation/identification
and exhibit excellent energy and angular resolutions. In this sense, the DUNE far detec-
tors based on the LArTPC technology can meet these requirements so that they can obtain
highly competitive experimental sensitivities to these dark-matter scenarios.

We first studied the energy spectra and angular separation of final-state particles for
two representative reference points in the inelastic boosted dark-matter scenario. Recoil-
ing electrons and secondary electrons/positrons (i.e., e± from the χ2 decay) are typically
energetic enough to pass the detector energy threshold for electrons. In contrast, light
dark matter χ1 interacting with protons typically invokes a small energy transfer to the
recoiling proton, requiring a small kinetic-energy threshold for protons. On the other hand,
the angular spectra demonstrate that the final-state particles are likely to get merged and
collimated in the electron scattering case, while they are rather separated and isolated in
the proton scattering case. We showed that a dE/dx-based analysis can help to recog-
nize merged tracks, and performed the first study on the expected dE/dx distributions for
multi-particle merged tracks.

We then performed a sensitivity study for the benchmark model, simulating signal
events at several model points. Potential background sources were identified and estimated,
based on the expected performance of the DUNE LArTPC far detectors. We have also
defined a selection scheme for the detector-level signal events. Various detector effects such
as energy thresholds, resolutions, smearing, and particle track lengths were parameterized.

The sensitivity reach for the conventional dark-photon parameter space was first inves-
tigated and it was also compared for two model points with the existent iBDM sensitivity
reach reported by the COSINE-100 Collaboration. Our study showed that the DUNE far
detectors have an excellent potential to probe unexplored regions of dark-matter param-
eter space. In particular, searches in the proton channel are very promising in terms of
exploring a wide range of non-minimal dark-sector scenarios. This is encouraging, and sug-
gests to aim for further improvements in the proton identification of the DUNE LArTPC
detectors, for lower kinetic energies. We have also studied the sensitivity reach in the
velocity-averaged annihilation cross section for halo dark matter χ0 for a given mass value
of the χ0. Our results show that DUNE would be able to reach sensitivity into the dark-
matter over-production region, which can be set by the assisted freeze-out mechanism [1],
for the conventional two-component boosted dark-matter scenario.

We have also presented the results of the experimental reaches in a model-independent
manner. Two presentation schemes were discussed: one in the ¯̀max

lab − σfidF1 plane and the
other in the m0−σ′fid plane. The former is motivated for typical signal events accompanied
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by a displaced vertex signature, while the latter is analogous to the presentations of limits
of the spin-(in)dependent cross sections as a function of the halo dark-matter mass in
conventional dark matter direct detection experiments. For a given model point, one can
check whether or not it is excluded by these limits.

Finally, we emphasize that our study here can be readily generalized to generic signal
events containing a large multiplicity of final-state particles, not just limited to the bench-
mark dark-sector scenario that we have considered. We encourage the DUNE experiment
to pioneer exploring non-minimal dark-sector scenario searches, and contribute in a major
way to shed light on dark-matter physics, presently one of the key science questions in
fundamental physics and cosmology.
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A Decay width of χ2

We provide the exact formula of Γ2 for the case of χ2 → χ1X
∗ → χ1e

+e−. We refer to
ref. [14] for the detailed derivation.

Γ2 = g2
12ε

2α

64π2m3
2

∫ s+
2

s−
2

ds2

∫ s+
1

s−
1

ds1
|A|2(

m2
1 +m2

2 + 2m2
e − s1 − s2 −m2

X

)2 +m2
XΓ2

X

, (A.1)

where |A|2 in our benchmark model (2.2) is given by

|A|2 = 4
{

(s1 + s2)
[
(m1 +m2)2 + 4m2

e

]
− (s2

1 + s2
2)− 2m1m2(m2

1 +m2
2 +m1m2)

− 2m2
e(m2

1 +m2
2 + 4m1m2 + 3m2

e)
}
. (A.2)

Here the integration limits are

s±1 = m2
1 +m2

e + 1
2s2

[
(m2

2 −m2
e − s2)(m2

1 −m2
e + s2)± λ(s2,m

2
2,m

2
e)λ(s2,m

2
2,m

2
e)
]
,

s−2 = (m1 +me)2 , and s+
2 = (m2 −me)2 , (A.3)

with λ(x, y, z) ≡
√
x2 + y2 + z2 − 2(xy + yz + zx).
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